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Blade runner 1982 timeline

in: Edit Share Frank Sinatra's Summer Wind is released on Reprise Records. [1] October 14 – Birth of Aahna Ash Ashina. [2] The approximate birth year of J.F. Sebastian. [3] Dr. Eldon Tyrell recorded a video announcing the release of the Nexus line of duplication. [4] Approximate birth of Lucy Devlin. [6]
April 22 – Ash is assigned to blade runner's LAPD unit. [2] The retired Ash repeated for the first time. [4] The approximate birth of Cleo Selwyn. [7] April 10 - Incept dates from Leon [3] Ashes song down Yoton repeated to a shop run by Mr Malcolm, who apparently deals in aid of repeats disappear. Euton
manages to kill Malcolm and throw his body at him, allowing him to disarm him. He tells her to inform her superiors that she has failed a repeater and has mercy on her and further states that she will never see him again. [9] March 22 – Incept History Sapper Morton [12] September 30 - Incept Date Iggy
Cygnus October, November - Six reps led by Roy Batty hijack the shuttle and return to Earth. [3] November – Ash is dedicated to investigating the disappearance of Isabel and Cleo Selwyn. [7] After Clio's recovery, Ash escapes with him to colonies outside the world. [13] Blade Runner Ray McCoy
examines a group of rogue proliferaters and humans led by Clovis. [6] Blade Runner Dave Holden is assigned to administer voight-Kampff testing to Tyrell Company employees in order to find escape replays. He tests Leon Kowalski, who gets rough during the experiment and shoots holden. [3]
November 20[1] - Former Blade Runner Rick Deckard returned to his job to retire a repeat escape headed for Roy. He will be sent to Tyrell for the first time to test Weiget Compev on Rachel, an experimental repeater. [3] After that, Deckard travels to the Yukon Hotel, where Leon lived, and finds
photographs and scales. Roy Baty and Leon tackle Hannibal Chew and learn they can go to Eldon Tyrell via JF Sebastian. [3] When Deckard returns to his apartment, Rachel waits for him. After a conversation about his true nature, he stormed. [3] While pretending to be a homeless orphan, the
proliferated Pryce meets J.F. Sebastian, who welcomes him to his home in Bradbury Apartments. Deckard analyzes Leon's photographs and finds one of Zora, his next target. He takes the scale to an animoid and learns that the scale is from a snake, which then directs him to the artificial Marsaz of 'Abd
al-Hasan. Hassan tells him the snake was sold to someone who worked at Louis' toffee bar. He learned from Lewis that the snake belonged to Zora, who performed under ms. Salome's name. After watching his performance, Deckard waited for him and went to his locker room, pretending to be from the
Committee on Moral Abuse. Zora sees the past and attacks her before running. Deckard chases, eventually retiring him Leon attacks Deckard very soon and nearly kills him, but Rachel takes Decard's gun and kills Leon. [3] Deckard and Rachel return to his apartment, where Deckard soon falls asleep.
Rachel starts playing the piano of the apartment and wakes Up Deckard. The two share a tender moment but Rachel suddenly tries to leave. Deckard forces her to stay and they have sex. [3] Roy arrives at Sebastian's apartment. He and Pryce persuade Sebastian to take Bati to Tyrell. After arriving at
Tyrell's house, Baty wants more life, but Tyrell tells him it's impossible. Betty kills Tyrell and Sebastian. [3] After being informed of Tyrell and Sebastian's death, Deckard leads to Bradbury's apartment. There he is ambushed and nearly killed by Pryce, but manages to take his gun in time to retire him. [3]
Roy returns to the apartments and mourns Pryce. Then, playing, he hunts Decard and eventually forces him to rooftop. Deckard nearly went to his death, but Roy saves him and reflects on his own life before expiration. Goff arrives right after that and confirms that Deckard's assignment was made,
saying, It's too bad he won't live, but then again, who does it? On his floor he finds an origami unicorn and medsed into goff's words before leaving the apartment. [3] Deckard and Rachel flee Los Angeles. [14] May – Blackout: In the midst of a movement of human superiority, two repeaters, Iggy Cygnus
and Trixie, and the sympathizers of Ren's repetition, in collaboration with the Proliferating Freedom Movement, the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) exploded somewhere on the U.S. West Coast, in order to erase the replication register, which has been used by a disgusting repeater people to hunt for its
repetition; As a result, the world, which is mostly run by computers now, crashes. Pulse removes or damages unspoken amounts of data, knocking out most of the planet's financial institutions and industries. In the aftere, food supplies are reduced to dangerously low levels. It never gets caught or takes
responsibility for the blackout, resulting in a terrified people scapularly artificially. [12] Blade Runner Harper is dedicated to examining replicant underground resistance, which plans to acquire and eliminate the night owl. [10] Prohibitions have been placed on reproduction production. All Nexus-6 models
are disabled due to a 4-year lifespan. Due to the ban, Nexus-8 proliferaters are obliged to retire, but some manage to hide. [14] Scientist Niander Wallace solves earth's food crisis by genetically engineering new crop supplies. Wallace's company is experiencing an increase in growth as a result. [14]
Tsunami impacts Los Angeles and surrounding areas. [9] After a Nexus-8 rebellion, Ash separates from Clio. [13] As part of a project by Alexander Selwyn, Heith Isabel Selwyn's second repeater in finding Cleo [5] recaptures the Ashes as a Blade Runner. [2] After he determines that Clio is headed to
Arcadia, Heith reveals that he is being used. Yet Heith is killed by Isabel, leaving Ash C cleve with Isabel so they can go to Arcadia as she returns to earth. [5] Wallace Buy Company is now an extinct Tyrell Inc. [14] After returning to his career as Blade Runner - while helping repeat in secret - ash is
dedicated to reviewing the construction of the Sepulveda Sea Wall, which, according to Anonymous Tip, is reproduced to work. [9] Nayander Wallace promotes genetic engineering to produce a new model of proliferating, biorobitic animals that are more adaptive and submissive than their predecessors.
Niander Wallace meets with Los Angeles law-goers to demonstrate the Nexus-9 repeater's obedience by having a cut and choose between taking his own life or Wallace's. Chooses the former Nexus-9. [15] The ban on repetition ends. Wallace's company publicly releases the Nexus-9 repeater model.
[14] All professions deemed inappropriate to humans replace Nexus-9 amplifiers, from the Ones to Blade Runers, the division of which has been reopened. [14] To claim with global climate change, Los Angeles is building a so-called sea wall to contain rising waters. Human repeating tensions continue to
rise. Sapper Morton visits The Sultan to Los Angeles to sell Nematode, but is given $10 less than he needs. As she left, she witnessed a group of men attempting to sexually assault Ella and her mother. He kills the men and runs away, but casually leaves behind documents identifying him as a repeater,
which a man finds and calls. [16] June 30 – Blade Runner and Nexus-9K retire Nexus-8 Saper Morton outside Los Angeles. She discovers a body buried under a dead tree and, after further analysis, shows she was a pregnant repeater. Ordered to eliminate all traces of a maternity proliferation, K of
Wallace's company understands it was Rachel's repeater and begins its investigation into Rick Deckard and the baby. On the orders of Niander Wallace, Lowe finds the child to unlock the secret of breeding proliferaters. [1] July 1 - K interviewed former Blade Runner Goff in hopes of finding Deckard's
location. While downtown, K is approached by Mariette who cleverly questions what she knows about the child. [1] July 2 – K returns to Morton and discovers socks and baby photos, as well as a 6/10/21 date written on a dead tree. Burns the house to the ground. K meets his superior pimples and
explains his implanted memory of him as a child who hides horse racing in a furnace. [1] July 3 – At LAPD headquarters, K reviews DNA records for a child born on 6/10/21 and finds two children, a son and one with dna exactly . Realizing that he could go to the orphanage where the children were
processed, who would go to San Diego and find the orphanage after him, and he was ignorant of kay, Luff would fight the scavengers. Sir Cotton K shows the registered children's office, but the plates are missing for 6/10/21. K realizes that the location of his horse's memory is discovered and finds the
game in the furnace, exactly where the memory is shown. K discloses the information to Joy, and Joey considers him special and calls him Joe. [1] July 4 – Joe visits Anna Stelline, a memory maker, who determines her memory of a real event. Joe begins to break down believing he is a child and is
undergoing a baseline examination by the LAPD, which fails. Joe reveals to Joshi that he is taking care of the child and is allowed time to prepare for his next and final base. Joe returned home to find Joey inviting Mariette to serve as a sex surrogate for Joey. Later, Mayte places a tracker in an
atmosphere jacket. The two decide to flee, and Joey causes Joe to put him inside his amanator, allowing them to leave without being tracked. Joe and Joey meet With Dr. Badger to determine where the horse game came from and discover it was Las Vegas. Lowe wants Joshi to tell him where he went,
but he refuses. Loaf kills him and finds out from the LAPD database. [1] July 5 - Joe and Joey head to Las Vegas, finding signs of life as well as meeting Deckard for the first time. They fight, but then they are relentless and opposed to Rachel and Deckard's role in the child's life. Loaf and Wallace Corp
attack and arrest Deckard while they kill Joey. K is found by the repetitive resistance movement and taken to safety by Maite. Joe meets Frissa, who reveals to Joe that she is not a child and that she must kill Deckard to prevent Wallace from knowing where the resistance is and the child is. K
understands that the child is actually Anna Stalin. [1] July 6 – Deckard is interrogated by Wallace, who attempts to find the child by giving Deckard a detailed version of Rachael. When this fails, Luff prepares to take Deckard out of the world to torture him. K interacts with a large Joi hologram ad and
realizes he has to make his own decision. He decides to intercept Luff, kill him and save Deckard. After doing so but severely injured, Kay dies and Deckard meets her daughter for the first time. [1] Road to the 2049 official site (archive) continuity of film community content setting is available under CC-BY-
SA unless otherwise noted. Mentioned.
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